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The Guardian 

 

The Phantom – One of the Soul Collectors  

Phantom (P)- The Phantom collects the souls of units he defeated and gets an 

additional move + action for each unit under him. If he has defeated two units, 

he will keep both of them and gain an additional 2 movements and 2 actions and 

so on.  In a coordinated attack, he can keep all the defeated units within its 

range.  The Phantom holds all the defeated units under him until he dies in 

battle. 

 

Q: Can the Phantom use the extra Move and Action from the defeated unit in the same turn as he got it? 

A: Yes, the phantom may use the ability the same very moment he gained the soul.  

 

Q: What is the maximum number of units the Phantom can keep under him?  

A: The Phantom can keep a limitless number of units.  

 

Q: If two Phantom attack one unit, does each Phantom get extra Movement and action, or only one 

Phantom gets it? 

A: Only one of the phantoms of your choice will keep the defeated unit underneath him and enjoy the 

special ability. not both of the Phantoms. 

 

Q: What if the Phantom is part of a coordinated attack, and is attacking with the help of other units, will 

he be able to keep the defeated unit under him and get and additional move and action? 

A: Yes. Even though the Phantom wasn’t the only attacker, he is eligible to keep the enemy unit. 
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Q: What if the Phantom wasn’t the perpetrator of the attack, but rather was attacked by other units, 

and still won the battle, can he keep the attacking units? 

A: Yes. The Phantom keeps any unit he defeated regardless of if he was the attacker or the attacked. 

This is of course as long as the attacking unit is in the Phantom’s range (see next question). 

 

Q: What if the Phantom is using a coordinated attack to attack multiple units or is attacked by several 

enemy units and still wins, can he keep the soul of all enemy units or only one soul? 

A: The Phantom can collect the souls of all enemy units as long as they are in his range. Meaning, if the 

Phantom, let’s say, was attacked by an Orcish Flame Thrower and a Rhino Rider, and won, the Phantom 

will be able to keep the Rhino Rider because he is a melee unit, but he will not be able to keep the flame 

thrower if the flame thrower stood out of the Phantom’s range.  

 

Q: Am I allowed to attack with the Phantom my own units so I can strengthen the Phantom’s power? 

A: Yes. The Phantom can attack his own friendly units if he chooses to.  

 

Q: If the Phantom holds an enemy unit, and the other player wants to train this type of unit but can’t 

because he doesn’t have any more cards, can the other player demand the return of his lost unit? 

A: No, the Phantom keeps all the defeated units under him, until he loses and is taken off the playing 

board.  

 

Q:  What if the Phantom attacks another player’s soul trapper who has kept souls under him, will the 

Phantom also collect the trapped souls of the enemy unit?  

A: Yes. The Phantom will add to his soul collection the enemy’s soul trapper and all the units he had 

under him. However, if part of the trapped souls belongs to the Phantom team (The Guardians), the 

Phantom will not be able to keep them, and they will return to the units soul pool.  

 

Spider Witch – One of the Unit Enhancers  

Spider Witch (A) – Spider Witch (A): Casting one spell, the Spider Witch paralyzes 

up to two enemy units within her range, reducing their speed and Base Strength 

to zero (lasts an entire round). 

 

 

Q: Can the Spider Witch cast her ability on a friendly unit? 
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A: Yes. The friendly unit will be paralyzed and not able to move, however instead of the base strength 

being 0, it will multiply meaning to say if the hero’s base strength was 15 and now it has gotten 

spiderwebs over it, the 15 will be multiplied by 2 and become 30 base strength. Even so the friendly 

unit’s base strength became greater it cannot move. (lasts for one round)   

 

Q: Can the spider witch cast a spell on a unit that is standing on a City? 

A: No, the spider witch cannot cast webs on any square that contains a main city regardless if the city is 

Wood Iron or Gold. 

Q: Can the Spider Witch cast her ability and then attack? 

A: No. casting her ability is considered an action, and is similar to an attack. 

 

Q: If during the turn the Spider Witch casted her powers, and then soon after during the same round the 

Spider Witch was attacked by an enemy unit, can she still defend herself? 

A: Yes. the Spider Witch can still defend herself. 

 

Earth Mover – One of the Great Tanks 

Earth Mover (P) – with this special power, the earth mover connects his roots 

to the game board he is standing on and spins it around. He can spin the 

board he stands on in any direction. This power will create an imbalance in 

the game.  

 

 

Q: Can the Earth Mover turn any board he wants or only the board of the Gaurdians? 

A: The Earth Mover can turn any board he wants as long as he is standing on it. 

 

Q: Can earth Mover turn a board then move onto a new board and turn the new board as well? 

A: No, he may only turn 1 board each turn, however the board he turns may spin 90 degrees or 180 

degrees or 270 degrees. 

 

Q: Can an Earth Mover attack before/after he turned a playing board? 

A: Yes. Turning boards is not considered an attack. Therefore, the Earth Mover can still attack. 
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Q: Can the Earth Mover turn a board 180 degrees or only 90 degrees at a time? 

A: The Earth Mover can turn the board in whichever direction and as many degrees as he wants.  

 

Q: Can my enemy or I reposition units after the Earth Mover turned around the board? 

A: No. All units must stay in their new location. 

 

The Two-Headed Dragon – One of the Giant Dragons  

Two-Headed Dragon (P) – the Two-Headed Dragons can provide all the other 

ranged units of his team, who are standing on the same board as he is to gain 

+ 1 Range. Use it to your advantage and slaughter as many units as you can.  

 

 

Q: Can the Two-Headed Dragon provide a + 1 Range to a unit who has naturally a range of one? 

A: No. units who have a range of one are considered to be Melee units and may not add the dragon’s 

bonus to provide them 1 more range. 

 

Q: If I build 2 Two-Headed Dragons, will all my ranged units gain a +2 Range?  

A: Yes. All your units in this case may gain + 2 Range, however take in mind only the Ranged units 

standing on the same board as your dragon will be intitled to enjoy this bonus. 

    

 


